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Information retrieval systems (IR) 
• Input: set of keywords submitted to a search engine
• Output : (voluminous) list of full-length documents.

ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

the user has to navigate within the returned        
documents to find information of interest
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ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

Question can be asked in NL or by a set of 
keywords, but

Most of search engines do not handle NL 
questions. 
Results are different when using NL vs. 
keywords



ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

Good answer

Answer can be 
deduced

Good answer



ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

Query keywords 
appear as a string

NO relevant 
answers

Not considered as a 
date but as a string



ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

Blog

Commercial web site

Commercial web site

How much money did L'Oreal spend on advertising in 2004 ?

Relation between words 
are not taken into account



People want to ask questions

ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

Examples from AltaVista query log
• who invented surf music?
• how to make stink bombs
• where are the snowdens of yesteryear?
• which english translation of the bible is used in official catholic liturgies?
• how to do clayart
• how to copy psx
• how tall is the sears tower?

Examples from Excite query log (12/1999)
• how can i find someone in texas
• where can i find information on puritan religion?
• what are the 7 wonders of the world
• how can i eliminate stress
• what vacuum cleaner does Consumers Guide recommend

Adapted slides from C.Mining, S.Harabagiu, N.Kushmeric (ISI)



Need of Question Answering Systems (QA) 

Input: NL questions or expressions in NL
Output : list of relevant short answers.

Intuitive information access
A real use of NLP

ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription



ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

An online QA system: 
START (Katz, 97)

Good answers if the question 
appears in the FAQ DB



ProblemProblem DescriptionDescription

One answer

The user has to navigate in the 
web page NO exact answer

The modifier “second” is 
not taken into account



Aim : answer NL questions from any type of document.
Domain:

Open domain: newspaper articles (close corpora), the web
Close domain:  Aerospatiale domain, medical domain, etc.

Documents:
Structured  Database QA,
Heterogeneous Plain text (web pages, multimedia documents) 
containing errors, contradictions, inconsistencies Text based QA, 
Web based QA.

NL questions :
Factoid questions : who, when, where, how much, …
Definition, How, why questions
Opinion, comparative and evaluative questions 

Answers
Exact answers
Passages
Multimedia, etc.

QA: Scope and FocusQA: Scope and Focus



QA: Scope and FocusQA: Scope and Focus
Information 

Retrieval (IR)
- query formulation
- document analysis 
and retrieval

- relevancy feedback

Human Computer 
Interaction

- user modeling and 
user preferences 

- displays and interactions

Natural Language 
Processing (NLP)

- question/document analysis
- information extraction
- language generation
- discourse analysis

Artificial Intelligence 
(AI)

- Inferential mechanism
- Logic

Question 
Answering
Strategies



QA QA systemssystems: a : a briefbrief overviewoverview

Linguistic analysis of NL questions
Transform NL questions to DB query
Limited to narrow domains

1960 1999

NL DB systems
Baseball (Green et aI., 1961)

LUNAR (Woods et al, 72)

QUALM  (Lenhert, 78)

Problem-solving systems
STUDENT (Winograd, 77)        

LUNAR  (Woods, 77)

Spoken dialog systems
(Sadek, 96)

QA is not a new 
research area

QA systems, the 
renewal

ARDA (AQAINT Program) 
TREC QA Track since 1999
Manage and query large 

volume of data: web, manuals 
encyclopedia.

Open/close domains
Factoid/definition questions
Many commercial QA system   

START (MIT Lab)
Askjeeves
AnswerBus (Zhiping Zheng)
QuASM (UMASS/CIIR)
IONAUT (S.Abney, M. Collins)

QA systems: new 
perspectives

QA Roadmaps: 2002, 2003  
and 2004 

Future QA should support
deeper modes of language 
understanding
elaborated reasoning    
schemas

Some academic advanced    
QA systems:

JAVELIN (Nyberg et al, 02)
InferenceWeb,                         

(McGuiness et al, 04)

2002



In In thisthis lecturelecture
Part I. Functional components and evaluation techniques

1. Architecture components 
2. Use of linguistic resources
3. Evaluation campaigns
4. Some demos  (Prof. Asanee Kawtrakul)

Part II. Future directions and current major research themes
1. QA Roadmap and design criteria for advanced QA
2. Some advanced techniques
3. Evaluation of advanced QA



Part I. Functional components 
and evaluation techniques

1. Architecture components
2. Use of linguistic resources
3. Evaluation campaigns
4. Some demo

This This morningmorning



1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Current architecture of most QA systems
Main techniques used: IR, IE and NLP

Main resources : lexical databases, taxonomies,                    
knowledge bases, etc. 
Machine learning is used in many stages, for

Answer extraction
Knowledge acquisition

AI techniques are used for answer validation



Adapted slides from Surdeanu and M.Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components



NL questions are classified into different categories : 
Factoid questions inducing entities: when, who, how many, where, etc.

Yes/ No questions : do I need a vaccine to go to India ?

Definition: what is homeopathy ?

Cause/consequence : what are the consequences of the Iraq war ?

Procedural : which are the formalities to have a Thai visa ?

Evaluative or comparative: what are the differences between the 
hypothesis X and Y ?

Questions with examples.  I am looking for a hotel in Paris near Mr
Dupont’s hotel ?

Questions about opinion. what do people think about Z?; Is there a change 
in the support for Georges Bush after the Iraq war?

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



First question taxonomies : W.Lehrnet in 1978, Graesser in 1991. 

Other taxonomies developed within the TREC framework 
since 1999 (Prager et al., 1999) (Moldovan et al., 2000) (Hermajakob, 2001)

Focus of today QA systems: factoid and definition 
questions.

more or less robust parsers exist.

Questions analysis and answer extraction of more complex 
questions still a research area.

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentationSome of W. Some of W. LehnertLehnert Conceptual Categories (1978)Conceptual Categories (1978)



Elaboration of a sematic
reprersentation

Elaboration of a sematic
reprersentation

KeywordsKeywords

Question 
analysis

Logic formLogic form

Linguistic analysisLinguistic analysis

Named entityNamed entityPart of speechPart of speech Dependency relationsDependency relations

Question conceptual categoriesQuestion conceptual categories

Expected answer typeExpected answer type
FocusFocus

Who invent the 
telephone ?

Entity

Invent the telephone

invent, telephone

Name: telephone
Verb: invent

(entity, 
X: person, invent(X, telephone))

Named entity: a person

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation

????  invent telephone

ObjSubj



The interrogative pronoun can be used for the identification of 
the expected answer type

Where   ⇒ LOCATION
When ⇒ DATE
Why ⇒ RAISON

o But, in many cases, the interrogative pronoun can be ambiguous
What was the name of Titanic’s captain ?
What is the capital of Thailand?

Solution: use of additional words from the question
captain
capital

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



An example of an answer type taxonomy (Pasca et al, 01)
Contains 8707 concepts in English
These concepts are then connected “by hand” to a subpart of WordNet

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



researcher
oceanographer

chemist

scientist,
man of science

American
islander,

island-dweller

westerner

inhabitant,
dweller, denizen

actor

actress

dancer

performer,
performing artist

ballet
dancertragedian

ERSONP

What
researcher

discovered

Hepatitis-B vaccine

What researcher discovered the
vaccine against Hepatitis-B?

What is the name of the French 
oceanographer who owned Calypso?

PERSON What oceanographer

ownedCalypso

name

French
PERSON

Adapted slides from Surdeanu and M.Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Question analysis using syntactic rules (Monceaux et Robba, 02)

Question

Question
type

Detection of the 
question category

Syntactic 
analysis

Knowldge
base

An example of the rule: WhatbeNP1ofNP2 ?

Rule 2 

Rule 1 

Rule n 

Other 
information

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



What is the collective noun of geese ?

What is the first president of US ? 

What is the first tourist attraction of Reims ?

geesenoun
Rule 1 : If head-NP1 = abstract word

Then Focus = NP2 and Head = head-NP2

first president of US
Rule 2 : If head-NP1 = NE Person

Then Focus = NP1ofNP2 and Head = head-NP1

first tourist attraction of Reims
Rule n :  If head-NP1 unknown

then Focus = NP1ofNP2 and Head = head-NP1

…

Adapted slides from Monceaux and Robba

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Adapted slides from Surdeanu and Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components



Answer Type indicates what the question is looking 
for, but provides insufficient context to locate the 
answer in  very large document collections

Lexical terms (keywords) from the question, possibly 
expanded with lexical/semantic variations provide the 
required context Process of keywords selection

It is performed using standard techniques such as: 
named entity recognition, stop-word lists, part-of-
speech taggers, set of ordered heuristics, etc.

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



KeywordsQuestions

U.S., government, 
trademarks, register, 
agency

What U.S. government agency registers 
trademarks?

Mercury, spend, 
advertising, 1993

How much did Mercury spend on advertising 
in 1993?

Peugeot, entreprise, 
fabrique

Que fabrique l’entreprise Peugeot?

monetary, value, Nobel, 
Peace, Prize, 1989

What was the monetary value of the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1989?

Lexical terms extraction: similar to bag-of-word in IR.

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



QA systems use a document retrieval system to identify 
documents that are likely to contain an answer. 

o This restricted set of documents is then analyzed further by using 
more sophisticated tools to find an answer.
o Answers are extracted from passages
o In those passages, answers can be expressed in a very different ways.

Larger collection sizes generally lend well to better QA 
performance, unless the question domain is orthogonal to the 
collection. 

Find a balance between the level of sophistication of 
the answer identification strategies and the amount of 
inspected data

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



the expected answer type of the given 
question, 

one or more question keywords, 
any NE in the given question

lower than a threshold because the query is 
too restricted a keyword must be dropped,

higher than a threshold because the query is 
too general. query expansion techniques

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Suppose that a question has the following set of keywords: {K1, K2, K3, K4}. 
Suppose also that in a passage k1 and k2 are matched twice, k3 is matched 
once, and k4 is not matched, 
the following windows are built :

k1                 k2   
k3

k2
k1           

Window 1

k1                 k2   
k3

k2
k1

Window 2

k1                 k2   
k3

k2
k1           

Window 3

k1                 k2   
k3

k2
k1

Window 4

Adapted slides from Surdeanu and Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Passage ordering is performed using a radix sort that 
involves three scores: 

SameWordSequenceScore (largest) : computes the 
number of words from the question that are recognized in 
the same sequence in the window

DistanceScore (largest) : the number of words that 
separate the most distant keywords in the window

MissingKeywordScore (smallest): the number of 
unmatched keywords in the window 

Adapted slides from Surdeanu and Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Adapted slides from Surdeanu and Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components



Answer type: Person  
Text passage: 

“Among them was Christa McAuliffe, the first private 
citizen to fly in space. Karen Allen, best known for her 
starring role in “Raiders of the Lost Ark”, plays McAuliffe. 
Brian Kerwin is featured as shuttle pilot Mike Smith...”

Best candidate answer: Christa McAuliffe

Q: Name the first private citizen to fly in space.

Adapted slides from Surdeanu and Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Answer extraction is performed by applying IE techniques

Surface patterns derived from the question.

What is the capital of  X? 
<Y: NE city> is the capital of  <X: NE country>

Patterns have to be enough flexible. Notion of linguistic variations.
What is the capital of  X?

- Y was the capital of Y since 1900 
- Y is the bigest city of X. It is also the capital of X

Patterns can be hand-crafted or discovered via machine learning 
techniques

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Some linguistic variations (query rewriting).

• Morphological : who wrote Hamlet? wrote write

• Lexical : who is the queen of Holland? Holland Netherlands.

• Syntactic :
Moscow has 9 millions inhabitants
The 9 millions inhabitants of Moscow

• Semantic :

Who buy the house ? Mr Dupont sold the house
How did Adolf Hitler die?   Adolf Hitler committed suicide

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: IE techniques
Answer presentation



Many occurrences of appropriate answers are often mixed 
up with a number of occurrences of wrong or lower quality 
answers.

Dedicated techniques have to be used in order to filter out 
and to sort this large number of candidates.  

The last step is answer validation, using 
web redundancy,  
logic based approaches where an abductive proof technique 

helps to justify answers (an example is shown in the next slides). 

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: IE techniques
Answer presentation



Some features for answer ranking
relNMW number of question terms matched in the answer passage
relSP number of question terms matched in the same phrase as the 
candidate answer
relSS number of question terms matched in the same sentence as the candidate 
answer
relFP flag set to 1 if the candidate answer is followed by a punctuation  sign
relOCTW number of question terms matched, separated from the candidate
answer by at most three words and one comma
relSWS number of terms occurring in the same order in the answer 
passage as in the question
relDTW average distance from candidate answer to question term matches

Adapted slides from Surdeanu and Pasca

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: IE techniques
Answer presentation



An example of a pattern based QA system: AskMSR
System [Banko at al, 02]

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: AskMSR
Answer presentation



Hand-crafted category-specific transformation rules
e.g.:

“Where is the Louvre Museum located?”
→ “is the Louvre Museum located”
→ “the is Louvre Museum located”
→ “the Louvre is Museum located”
→ “the Louvre Museum is located”
→ “the Louvre Museum located is”

Some query rewrites are more reliable than others Assign 
weights.

Expected answer “Datatype” (eg, Date, Person, Location, …)
When was the French Revolution?  → DATE

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: AskMSR
Answer presentation



All rewrites are sent to a Web search engine. Top N answers are 
retrieved from search engine’s “snippets”.
All retrieved N-grams (N=1,2,3) in snippets are enumerated and 
weighted: occurrence count, each weighted by “reliability”
(weight) of rewrite that fetched the document
N-grams are filtered based on regular expressions associated to 
each question type.

Evaluation results in TREC 2001 (9th/ 30 participants)
Technique doesn’t do too well 
MRR=.262 using TREC doc collection
MRR=.042 using the Web as a hole

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: AskMSR
Answer presentation



In many cases, simple question reformulation or 
keyword techniques will not suffice.

Problems with anaphoras

“Andorra is a tiny land-locked country in southwestern Europe 
between France and Spain........Tourim, the largest sector of
its tiny, well-to-do economy, accounts for roughly 80% of 
GDP... "

Question: What is the biggest sector in Andorra’s economy? 
Answer: I don’t konw !

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Relative time and temporal expressions complicate
analysis. 

“...Iran invaded Iraq on 22 September 1980. After 
eight long years of fighting, UN resolution 598 ended 
the war.... " 

Question: How long did Iraq fight with Iran ? 
Answer: ??????

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation

Example from Harabagiu and Bejan



Bag of words approaches fail to capture syntactic 
relations

“…Lee Harvey Oswald, the gunman who 
assassinated President John F. Kennedy, was later 
shot and killed by Jack Ruby….”

Question: Who killed Lee Harvey Oswald? 
Answer: John F. Kennedy! 

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



o Most popular web page is not the correct one
What is the tallest mountain in Europe ? 

Most common incorrect answers: Mont Blanc (4807m) 
Correct answer: Mount Elbrus (5642m)

Myths and jokes

“George W.Bush jokes.....George Bush thinks that 
Steven Spielberg is the Prime minister if Israel....”

Question: Who is the prime minister of Israel? 
Answer: Steven Spielberg!

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Limits of the pattern based approach
Some solutions to go beyond word matching: 

Syntactic dependency relations 
Logic forms and inferencial mechanism
And ….

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation

other strategies this afternoon !!!!



1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: Dependency Relations
Answer presentation

• Syntactic parsing of the question and the passages 
Dependency Tree

• Match between the dependency trees
o Exact match (Katz and Lin, 03)(Litkowski, 04)

o Compute the distance between the trees using different metrics 

Edit distance (Punyakanok et al, 04), 

Overlap between dependency relations (Attardi et al, 02)

Reasoning over dependency relations : taking into account 
some syntactic variations : passive, relatives, etc. (Bouma et 
al, 05)



1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: PiQASso
Answer presentation

An example of dependency relation mapping : 
PIQASso (Attardi et al, 02)



What metal has the highest melting point?

metal, highest, melting, point

2. Keyword extraction

1. Parsing the question

3. Answer type detection

SUBSTANCE

4. Relation extraction

<SUBSTANCE, has, subj>
<point, has, obj>
<melting, point, lex-mod>
<highest, point, mod>

What metal has the highest melting point?

subj lex-mod

obj

mod

Adapted slides from G. Attardi

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: PiQASso
Answer presentation



“Tungsten is a very dense material and has the highest melting point of any metal.”

1 Parsing
………….

2 Answer type check 3 Relation extraction

SUBSTANCE
<tungsten, material, pred>
<tungsten, has, subj>
<point, has, obj>
…

4 Matching Distance

Tungsten

6 Popularity Ranking

ANSWER

1. Parse retrieved paragraphs

2. Paragraphs not containing an entity of the 
expected type are discarded

3. Dependency relations are extracted from Minipar
output

4. Matching distance between word relations in 
question and answer is computed

5. Too distant paragraphs are filtered out

6. Popularity rank used to weight distances

5 Distance Filtering

Adapted slides from G. Attardi

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: PiQASso
Answer presentation



Match Distance between Question and Answer :
number of matching words in question and in answer
distance between words. Ex: moon matching with satellite
relation types. Ex: words in the question related by subj
while the matching words in the answer related by pred

Adapted slides from G. Attardi

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: PiQASso
Answer presentation

The system fails to match between :
“John loves Mary” and “John is in love with Mary” !!!



Limits of the pattern based approach
Some solutions to go beyond word matching: 

Syntactic dependency relations 
Logic forms and inferencial mechanism
And ….

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Uses techniques from AI in order to proof that a candidate 
passage is a logical consequence of the question.

This approach is ambitious because it requires a large 
amount of hand coded knowledge

Uses notion of proof and inference from logic : unification. 
Eg. ∀ X,Y  student(X) ∧ enrolled(X,Y) ⇒ school(Y)

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: Logic Forms
Answer presentation



An example of inference in QA: LCC tools (Moldovan et al, 03)

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: LCC tools
Answer presentation

Question Parse

Semantic
Transformation

Recognition of
Expected

Answer Type

Keyword Extraction

Factoid
Question

List
Question

Question Processing

Named Entity
Recognition

(CICERO LITE)

Answer Type
Hierarchy
(WordNet)

Answer Extraction

Threshold Cutoff

List Answer Processing List
Answer

Answer Extraction

Answer Justification

Answer Reranking

Theorem Prover

Factoid Answer Processing

Axiomatic Knowledge 
Base

Factoid
Answer

Single Factoid
Passages

Multiple
List

Passages

Passage Retrieval

Document Processing

Document Index

AQUAINT
Document
Collection



• Uses outputs from a syntactic parser

• NL transformation rules :
o Predicates are generated for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbes

o POS is connected to predicate

o Nouns have one argument for entity

o Verbs have 3 or more arguments: entity, subject and objects assigned
by the parser

• Exemples : 

o Dog_N(x1)

o Give_V(e1, x1, x2, x3)

Adapted slides from LCC tools for question answering

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: LCC tools
Answer presentation



Adapted slides from LCC tools for question answering

WordNet is extended using Lexical Chains (XWN Project)
o Lexical relations are translated into LF :

’’A dog is an animal’’ : dog_N(x1) animal_N(x1) [ISA]

o More than 50,000 parsed and disambiguated WordNet glosses are 
transformed into LF.

’’ Suicide is the act of killing yourself ’’
suicide_N(x1) ↔ Act_N(…) & Of_P(…) & Kill_V(…) & 
Yourself_P(…) [DEF]

o Named entity are also translated into LF: 
‘’Apple  is a company’’’.  Apple_N (x1) ↔ Company_N(x1)

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: LCC tools
Answer presentation



From rules, axioms are created.                                 
Process of answer validation: Unification mechanism 

between the question and the passages logical forms : 
-- Use of Otter logical Prover
-- Lexical chains : set axioms to link question keywords with  

answer concepts

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: LCC tools
Answer presentation



Question
Which company created the Internet Browser Mosaic?

Question LF
organization_AT(x2) & company_NN(x2) & create_VB(e1,x2,x6) &
Internet_NN(x3) & browser_NN(x4) & Mosaic_NN(x5) & nn_NNC(x6,x3,x4,x5) 

Candidate answser
« …. a program called Mosaic, developed by the National Center

for Supercomputing Applications,… »

Example of lexical chains from Extended WordNet
Develop  make   and   make create 

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: LCC tools 
Answer presentation



o Middle ground between logic and pattern matching

o LCC tools was always on top of TREC’s top performers

Boost the performance of QA system on TREC questions by 
30%.   

83% of correct answers. Other system ranking scores: 58% and 
56%

o Limitations :
Work well only for simple QA pairs. 

Publications do not mention execution times assumed height

Expensive implementation: LF, common sense knowledge, 
linguistic knowledge, etc.

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: LCC tools
Answer presentation



Answer extraction challenges
More sophisticated syntactic, semantic and contextual processing must be 
performed to extract or construct the answer, such as :

named-entity recognition, 
coreference or anaphora resolution. 
collocation.
syntactic variations and alternations (grammar and parsing).  
semantic labeling ans semantic interpretation of phrases
word sense disambiguation, 
discourse structure and context
logical form transformation, logical inferences (abduction) and commonsense 
reasoning 
temporal or spatial reasoning,
answer fusion from different sources
Etc…

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction: Challenges
Answer presentation



In TREC style QA systems, the most relevant set of 
answers is presented to the user in different ways : 

exact answer (one answer per question),
supported answers where the answer string that corresponds to 

the expected answer type is included within a 50 byte or a 250 byte 
answer string.

answers + document where the exact answer string is presented 
with its associated document.

Some psycholinguistics studies assume that supported 
answers are more suitable than exact answer (Lin et al, 03)

1. Architecture components1. Architecture components

Question analysis
Document and passage retrieval
Answer Extraction
Answer presentation



Techniques vs. QA modules Techniques vs. QA modules 



Part I. Functional components and 
evaluation techniques

1. Architecture components
2. Use of linguistic resources
3. Evaluation campaigns
4. Some demo

This This morningmorning



+ OUI

ResourcesResources vs. QA modulesvs. QA modules



Part I. Functional components 
and evaluation techniques

1. Architecture components
2. Use of linguistic resources
3. Evaluation campaigns
4. Some demo

This This morningmorning



3. 3. EvaluationEvaluation compainscompains

Different evaluation campaigns :
TREC (since 1999) : English
NTCIR (since 2002) : Asian campaign
CLEF (since 2003) : multilingual
EQUER (since 2004) : French campaign

Main features : 
Open domain 
Document collection : mainly newspaper articles (Exp. 
TREC: LA Times, San Jose Mercury News, Wall Street
Journal, NY Times)



3. 3. EvaluationEvaluation compainscompains

Main features : 
Factoid and definition questions, list questions, yes/no questions
Answer evaluation: 

Automatic: 
TF/IDF: IR measures
F-measure: weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): 

Human judgment: 
correct, 
non-exact,
incorrect, 
unsupported



3. 3. EvaluationEvaluation compainscompains

Distribution of participating groups in different QA evaluation campaigns



3. 3. EvaluationEvaluation compainscompains : QA : QA atat TRECTREC

Consists of answering a set of 500 questions.
Total of 1GB of texts.

For the first three years systems were allowed to return 5 
ranked answer snippets (50/250 bytes) to each question.

Mainly NE answers (person, place, date, …)

From 2002 the systems are only allowed to return a single 
exact answer and the notion of confidence has been 
introduced.



1. Who is the author of the book, "The Iron Lady:  A Biography of Margaret 
Thatcher"?

2. What was the monetary value of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989?

3. What does the Peugeot company manufacture?

4. How much did Mercury spend on advertising in 1993?

5. What is the name of the managing director of Apricot Computer?

6. Why did David Koresh ask the FBI for a word processor?

7. What is the name of the rare neurological disease with 
symptoms such as:  involuntary movements (tics), swearing,
and incoherent vocalizations (grunts, shouts, etc.)?

Simple TREC questions

3. 3. EvaluationEvaluation compainscompains : QA : QA atat TRECTREC



3. 3. EvaluationEvaluation compainscompains : QA : QA atat TRECTREC

o In 2003, the best performing systems at TREC can answer 
approximately 60-70% of the questions

Huge text collection Systems usually use an initial IR 
phase followed by more advanced NLP processing

Some systems use the web, and other knowledge bases

Statistical based systems start to stabilize. Increase need on:
Machine learning techniques
More sophisticated NLP and AI techniques



Part I. Functional components and 
evaluation techniques

1. Architecture components
2. Use of linguistic resources
3. Evaluations campaigns
4. Some demo (Prof. Asanee Kawtrakul)
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Question Answering research (Voorhees, 03) has produced a 
rich set of useful techniques to retrieve possible answers to a 
user’s question from large collections of text documents :

First, statistical information retrieval techniques to identify a set 
of  document fragments that may contain the answers
Then, natural language techniques look for further clues in the 
identified fragments to determine if the answer candidate can 
indeed answer the question : 

Answers matching the linguistic form of the question.
Extensions include transformations rules among sets of related 
expressions  (lexical inference using WordNet)

Towards Advanced QATowards Advanced QA



A strong assumption is made :  
Passages are extracted only if they contain the question 
keywords or linguistic variations of those words.

This may happen sometimes

But, this assumption does not cover the many cases 
where an informative answer is implicitly expressed.

Towards Advanced QATowards Advanced QA



Some examplesSome examples
• Example 1:

Q : how to cut glass ?

Direct answers : hammer, head, diamond cutter…

Right answer: with a diamond cutter

Notion of 
prototypicality

• Example 2:
Q : Name a Russian cosmonaut that walked in space ?

Implicit Answer : In 2004, X went out from the Soyuz Capsule for one    
hour  …

Need for different types of lexical inference :

Went out from the Soyuz Capsule Be in space

Be in a capsule cosmonaut

Soyuz Possibly Russian



Some examples (contSome examples (cont’’))
• Example 3:

Q : how many people work for Peugeot ?

Direct answers : - xxx man/women work for Peugeot

- yyyy secretary/employees … work for Peugeot

Inference can expend queries through sub-concepts 
that form a partition

• Example 4:
Q : How to avoid pick pockets ?

Explicit Answer : Robberies : how to avoid them …

Need to know that the telic role of a pick pocket is to rob



This complexity depends on different factors:

Complexity of the question, in terms of :
Its semantic category : opinion, procedural, 

instrumental
its expected answer type/structure,
its syntactic construction (PP attachment, 
coordination, etc.), 
ambiguity (metonymy, quantifier, etc. )

Complexity of the QA tasksComplexity of the QA tasks



Extracting answers (Webber et al, 03):

The answer locality: whether an answer is 
contained in a single clause (phrase) or 
distributed over the text or different documents. 
The derivability of the answer: explicit vs. 
implicit 

Justifying and explaining answers.

Complexity of the QA tasksComplexity of the QA tasks



Part II. Future directions and 
current major research themes

1. QA Roadmap and design criteria for 
advanced QA

2. Some advanced techniques
3. Evaluation of advanced QA

This This afternoonafternoon



To address these future challenges and to guide 
research in this field, many QA Roadmap appears :

AQUAINT Program initiative 2001
QA Workshop at LREC 02
AAAI 04 Spring Symposium 

1. QA Roadmaps1. QA Roadmaps



1. QA 1. QA RoadmapRoadmap ((MayburyMaybury et et alal, 04), 04)

2003

2006

Resources
(Development, Evaluation)

  

Methodolgies
for QA Analysis

Resource &
Evaluation

Methods & Algorithms Systems
(Performance & Eval)

TIMEBANK

Task
Modeling

Evaluation

Measurable
Progress

Composable
Toolkit  for QA

 Productive, Quality QA

Resource
Selection

TIMEML

Semi-structured Data

QA as Planning

Multimodal QA

Related Fields:
HPKB, TDT, DB,
Virtual Ref Desk,
User Modeling

Constrained QA
(Resource/Solution)

Feasibility
Testing

Requirements
Determination

Empirical
Studies

USC/ISIS Question
Typology

TREC QA
trec.nist.gov/data/qa.html

Collect QA Logs

START,
FaqFinder,

Ionaut, QANDA

Web Services
(e.g., Google API)

Public Taxonomies
(e.g., OpenDirectory in RDF)

Create QA Sets

Multisessional QA
(including change

detection)

Temporal QA
QA Reuse

Collaborative QA

Stereotypical and
Indivdualized QA

Multilingual QA

 Interactive 
Dialog

 Personalized QA

 Task 
Model 

 Reuse across
sessions

 User 
Typology 

“Perspective
BANK“

Question/Answer
Typologies

Factoid
Questions

How Questions

Why Questions

What If
Questions

Interoperability
Quality Assurance

Script/Template
Answers

Fact 
Answer

Multimodal
Answers

 Answer 
Toplogy 

User 
Expectations

Wizard of Oz
QA Sets

Answer Fusion

Answer
Justification

Crosslingual QA

Speed 
Limit

Inference Speed 
Limit

Robust 
NLP

 Reusable Test Collection



Functional characteristics of advanced QA depend on three 
different requirements :

User-driven requirements
Community-driven requirements
Engineering-driven requirements

Advanced QA developers should consider the following 
design points :

Modularity
Flexible and multiple/control flows and data flows
Distributed, heterogeneous sources
Media and format independence   
Language and encoding independence             
Support of inferential and linguistic reasoning
User-accessible data repository

2. Design criteria for advanced QA 2. Design criteria for advanced QA 



An example of an advanced QA system : PIQUANT (Chu-Carroll et al, 03)

2. Design criteria for advanced QA 2. Design criteria for advanced QA 

QUESTION

Question 
Analysis

Answer
Classification

Q-Frame
Answer Type

Answering Agents
QPlan
Generator

QPlan
Executor

Predictive Annot.
Answering Agents

Statistical
Answering Agents

Definitional Q.
Answering Agents

KSP-Based 
Answering Agents

Pattern-Based 
Answering Agents

WordNet

Cyk

Web

Semantic
Search

Keyword 
Search

QGoals

AQUAINTTRECCNSAnswer Resolution
ANSWER



An example of an advanced QA system : JAVELIN (Nyberg et al, 02)

2. Design criteria for advanced QA 2. Design criteria for advanced QA 



An example of an advanced QA system : JAVELIN (Nyberg et al, 02)

2. Design criteria for advanced QA 2. Design criteria for advanced QA 



• Inference Web 
(McGuiness et al, 03):  

Description of the
information sources 
(Meta data 
information) 

+

Description of the
reasoning steps

2. Design criteria for advanced QA 2. Design criteria for advanced QA 



Part II. Future directions and current 
major research themes

1. QA Roadmap and design criteria for advanced QA
2. Some advanced techniques
3. Evaluation of advanced QA
4. Some demos  (Prof. Asanee Kawtrakul)

This This afternoonafternoon



2. 2. CurrentCurrent major major researchresearch themesthemes



2. 2. CurrentCurrent major major researchresearch themesthemes



2. 2. CurrentCurrent major major researchresearch themesthemes



2. 2. CurrentCurrent major major researchresearch themesthemes



2. 2. CurrentCurrent major major researchresearch themesthemes

New QA perspectives:
o Processing of complex questions

o Context and QA

o Distributed QA

o Multilingual QA

o Interactive and dialogue QA

o Advanced reasoning for QA

o User profiling for QA



In this lecture: 
Shallow vs. deep semantic representation
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

2. 2. CurrentCurrent major major researchresearch themesthemes



Aim :
Analyzing the passage as well as the NL 
questions and interpreting them using semantic 
representations at different levels of granularity
These representations have to enable reasoning 
capabilities based on what things mean rather 
than how they are linguistically expressed.

Getting such representations from natural 
language text  may require deep linguistic 
analysis.

The need for semantic processingThe need for semantic processing

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Today : lack of satisfactory systems that provide 
answers in domains which are logically complex and 
poorly structured.

We have to find a balance between : 
Shallow semantic processing. 
Deep semantic processing

Both using reasoning and knowledge representation 

Towards “Semantically-based QA”

This balance depends on the complexity of the QA 
tasks and user expectations.

Deep Deep vsvs shallow semantic processingshallow semantic processing

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Shallow processing Deep processing

• Lexico-synatctic relations 
based on dependency 
structure (Bouma et al, 05)([Van 
Durme et al, 03)(Haghighi et al, 05)
Extended WordNet and 
abductive inference         
(Moldovan et al, 03)

• Predicate-argument structure 
and thematic roles (Salvo Braz et 
al, 05)(Narayanan and Harabagiu, 04)

• Semantic frames (Narayanan 
and Harabagiu, 04)

Linguistic reasoning tasks :
• Consistency- and informativity-checking
• Deep semantic representations

•Textual Entailment (Dagan et al, 05)(Condoravdi et 
al, 03)(Bobrow et al, 05)(Zaenen et al, 05)

• Presupposition/conventional implicatures (Potts, 
05)(Karttunen and Peters, 79)(Kaplan, 82)

• Conversational implicatures (Grice, 89)(Horn, 03)

• Reasoning about time and events (Harabagiu and 
Bejan, 05)

• Reasoning about entity and events (IE)

• Reasoning about fuzzy expressions etc.

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

A general typology of inferenceA general typology of inference



Predicate argument structuresPredicate argument structures
Using PropBank : 1 million word corpus annotated with 
predicate-argument structures(www.cis.upenn.edu/~ace)

Arguments, numbered from 0 to 5, are labeled as 
thematic roles, such as:

ARG0 = agent, 

ARG1 = direct object is a theme, 

ARG2 = indirect object is a benefactive, or instrument.

Functional tags:
ARMG-LOC = locative, 

ARGM-TMP = temporal, 

ARGM-DIR = direction

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Predicate argument structuresPredicate argument structures

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

NP

The futures halt was assailed by Big Board floor traders

PP

VP

VP

NP

S

ARG1 ARG0

PRED

Adapted slides from Narayanan and Harabagiu



Example: From which country did North Korea import its 
missile launch pad metals?

Example: What stimulated India’s missile programs?

Predicate: import
Argument 0: (role = importer): North Korea
Argument 1: (role = commodity): missile launch pad metals
Argument 2 (role = exporter): ANSWER

Predicate: stimulate
Argument 0: (role = agent): ANSWER (part 1)
Argument 1: (role = thing increasing): India’s missile programs
Argument 2 (role = instrument): ANSWER (part 2)

Predicate argument structuresPredicate argument structures

Adapted slides from Narayanan and Harabagiu



Parsing Questions

Parsing Answers

Result: exact answer= “approximately 7 kg of HEU”

Q: What kind of materials were stolen from the Russian navy?

PAS(Q): What [Arg1: kind of nuclear materials] were [Predicate:stolen] 
[Arg2: from the Russian Navy]?    

A(Q): Russia’s Pacific Fleet has also fallen prey to nuclear theft; in 1/96, approximately 7 kg  of 
HEU was reportedly stolen from a naval base in Sovetskaya Gavan.

PAS(A(Q)):  [Arg1(P1redicate 1): Russia’s Pacific Fleet] has [ArgM-Dis(Predicate 1) also] 
[Predicate 1: fallen] [Arg1(Predicate 1): prey to nuclear theft]; 
[ArgM-TMP(Predicate 2): in 1/96], [Arg1(Predicate 2): approximately 7 kg of HEU]
was [ArgM-ADV(Predicate 2) reportedly] [Predicate 2: stolen]  
[Arg2(Predicate 2): from a naval base] [Arg3(Predicate 2): in Sovetskawa Gavan]

Predicate argument structuresPredicate argument structures

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Adapted slides from Narayanan and Harabagiu



Frame structuresFrame structures

Using FrameNet
Frame-semantic descriptions of several 
thousand English lexical items with 
semantically annotated attestations 
(www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet)

Annotates roles defined for each semantic 
frame

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Adapted slides from Narayanan and Harabagiu



Predicate and Frame structuresPredicate and Frame structures

Frame: STIMULATE
Frame Element: CIRCUMSTANCES: ANSWER (part 1)
Frame Element: EXPERIENCER: India’s missile programs
Frame Element: STIMULUS: ANSWER (part 2)

Frame: SUBJECT STIMULUS
Frame Element: CIRCUMSTANCES: ANSWER (part 3)
Frame Element: COMPARISON SET: ANSWER (part 4)
Frame Element: EXPERIENCER: India’s missile programs
Frame Element: PARAMETER: nuclear/biological proliferation

Predicate: stimulate
Argument 0: (role = agent): ANSWER (part 1)
Argument 1: (role = thing increasing): India’s missile programs
Argument 2 (role = instrument): ANSWER (part 2)

What stimulated India’s missile programs? 

Answers may 
have 4 other 
semantic roles, 
derived as 
frame elements

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Adapted slides from Narayanan and Harabagiu



Shallow semantic processingShallow semantic processing
Thematic roles establish relations between a predicate 
and its arguments 

Predicate extraction parsing emerges in the last few years 
(Gildea and Jurafsky, 02)(Kingsbury et al, 02)
Lexico-Semantic resources are available (e.g WordNet, 
PropBank, FrameNet)

But, it is also useful to establish relations between : 
NPs
Sentences benefactive

John gives a sweet to Mary
agent

theme

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Shallow semantic processingShallow semantic processing
Predicate and Frame structures are an intermediate step 
towards deep semantic processing.

Additional text relations exists :
Temporal relations
Causal relations
Part-whole relations
Etc.

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Deep semantic processing: Deep semantic processing: 
key questionskey questions

What to represent and based on what types of  semantic 
representation ?
What kind of reasoning capabilities should be used on 
these representations ? 
What kind of resources can they be built on ?

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Deep semantic processing: the toolsDeep semantic processing: the tools

Deep processing
• Logical reasoning : model-
building, theorem proving 

• A large body of work done 
in formal semantics linking 
NL to these tools.

• Probabilistic/Bayesian 
notions of inference [Pearle, 
91]

• Corpus based methods 
[Monz and Rijke, 01]

tools

Linguistic reasoning tasks :
• Consistency- and informativity-checking
• Deep semantic representations

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Deep semantic processing Deep semantic processing 
Inference in NL requires mapping sentences to logical forms and 
using general purpose theorem proving

Getting from language to logic : dealing with ambiguities, at 
different levels, such as :

Metonymy: referring to an entity or event by one of its attributes       
Causal factor: referring to a result by one of its causes
Aggregate: referring to an aggregate by one of its members 
Generic: referring to a specific concept by the generic class to   

which it belongs 
Noun compounds: referring to a relation between nouns by using  just 
the noun phrase consisting of the two nouns.

Many other kinds of ambiguities : some language related and 
some knowledge related.

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Deep semantic processing Deep semantic processing 

Deep processing requires acquiring and encoding knowledge
Linguistic vs. world knowledge. 

“A typology” of world knowledge: 
Taxonomic Knowledge
Synonymic Knowledge
Common Knowledge: “the house is near to the highway" 
“The house is noisy "
Encyclopedic Knowledge: “ a category 5 hurricane will go over 
Paris tomorrow“ “there won’t be any flights tomorrow”
Definitional Knowledge: "John is a bachelor" "John is 
single“

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



What is Textual Entailment ?What is Textual Entailment ?
((DaganDagan et al. 05)et al. 05)

Textual entailment is defined as a directional 
relationship between pairs of text expressions, namely:  
the entailing "Text“ (T) , and the entailed "Hypothesis“
(H). 

T entails H if the meaning of H can be inferred from 
the meaning of T, as would typically be interpreted by 
people. 

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



What is Textual Entailment ?What is Textual Entailment ?

Example 1:
– Since its formation in 1948, Israel was involved in 

many wars with neighboring Arab countries.
=> Israel was established in 1948.

Example 2:
- Question: "What does Renault manufacture?“
- Passage:  “The president Chirac visited Renault’s 

newly renovated car factory“
- Relevant answer: “Renault manufactures cars".

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



A fundamental phenomenon of natural language : the 
same meaning can be expressed by, or inferred from, 
different texts.

Opens up a large collection of questions both from the 
natural language perspective and from the machine 
learning, knowledge representation and inference 
perspectives (Roth et al,  05).

Why Study Textual Entailment? Why Study Textual Entailment? 

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Question Answering:
Does a candidate answer entail the question ?

Information Retrieval:
Does a document entail the query?

Automatic Summarization :
Is the sentence redundant or should be kept?

Paraphrase Recognition / Machine Translation:
Does mutual entailment hold between two 
variants?

Textual Entailment applicationsTextual Entailment applications

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) 
ChallengeChallenge

The RTE challenge is a competition based on a semi-
automatically developed test suite. http://www.pascal-
network.org/Challenges/RTE/

Measure how well computational systems can 
automatically predict whether one piece of text is a 
consequence of another.

Application independent task. 
Capturing major inferences about the variability 

of semantic expression

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



The access to different sources of knowledge and the 
ability to draw inferences seem to be one of the major 
challenge for intelligent NLP systems. 

Find a balance between shallow and deep semantic 
processing

Answering complex questions requires semantic representations 
at multiple levels of granularity.
These representations should be capable of supporting inference 
about meanings and not only on linguistic expressions

Deep semantic analysis suffers from a lack of 
linguistic and world knowledge

QA and deep semanticsQA and deep semantics

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



WhatWhat are are cooperativecooperative responsesresponses??
o Examples

‘’At what time is the train for Paris ?’’ ‘’At 10 pm, track 
3’’ .
‘’Can I pay through your web site? ‘’ On line payments 
are not available at this time, but you can send your 
payment vía fax including all details of your credit card.
Human conversations are governed by implicit 

rules.
o Maxims characterize how people behave in 

conversations (Grice, 1975)
o A cooperative answer to a query in an information 

system, must be correct, non-misleading and useful.

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions



Grice's Conversational MaximsGrice's Conversational Maxims

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

o Maxim of Quantity: 
Make your contribution to the conversation as informative as 

necessary. 
Do not make your contribution to the conversation more 

informative than necessary. 

o Maxim of Quality: 
Do not say what you believe to be false. 
Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence. 

o Maxim of Relevance: Be relevant 

o Maxim of Manner: 
Avoid obscurity of expression. 
Avoid ambiguity. 
Be brief (avoid unnecessary wordiness). 
Be orderly. 



Cooperative answering systemsCooperative answering systems

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

A Typology of cooperative answers in AIA Typology of cooperative answers in AI

Conditional/ hypothetic  
responses

Relaxed answers

Additional 
answers

Detection of false 
presupposition 
and 
misconception

Intensional
answers

Partial responses

User intentions 
and beliefs



Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Cooperative answering systems are typically designed to 
deal with such situations.

Many cooperative QA systems were developed : COOP 
(Kaplan, 82), CARMIN (Minket et al, 94), CoBase
(Chen et al, 96) but : 

those systems have focused on reasoning procedures with little 
attention to NL understanding and generation.

Cooperative answering systemsCooperative answering systems
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• Cobase output (Chen et al, 96) : 

- Question : airport in Bizerte with a runway lenght greater than 5800 feats ?

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Cooperative answering systemsCooperative answering systems



Question 1: who is the president of
France? Jacques Chirac

Question 2: who is the president of
Monaco ?

??????
The false presupposition is not detected

TREC QA 

Question 2: who is the president of
Monaco ? Monaco is not a republic, it is a  

principauté. The price is Albert 1er. 

Cooperative QA

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Cooperative answering systemsCooperative answering systems



Question 1: massage center in 
Kasetsart University ?

There is no massage center
inside the university but 
there is one in front of gate
2.

Cooperative QA

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Cooperative answering systemsCooperative answering systems
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- In terms of cooperative functions: most applications require the same 
types of functions, but with various degrees of importance. 

this depends on the complexity of their associated knowledge 
and on the type of services expected by users.
annotating cooperative functions in QA corpora of a specific 
domain should help to identify the needs in terms of knowledge.

- In terms of reasoning procedures :

given the description of the forms of knowledge associated with 
an application, it may be possible to anticipate what kinds of 
cooperative functions could be implemented for this application.

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Cooperative answering systemsCooperative answering systems



Typology of inference and their related knowledge           
(Benamara et al, 04)

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Cooperative answering systemsCooperative answering systems



Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Annotating cooperative discourseAnnotating cooperative discourse

How humans deploy cooperative behaviours and 
procedures : 

by what means,
and what is the external form of the responses provided

Construct a linguistically and cognitively adequate 
formal model that integrates :

language, 
knowledge,
inference aspects involved



This work is of much interest to : 
Induce an architecture for cooperative QA systems (more 
stereotyped) 

Natural Language Generation (NLG) for the
characterization and the evaluation of the specific 
lexicalization and planning procedures it reveals.

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Annotating cooperative discourseAnnotating cooperative discourse

An example: the WEBCOOP experiment (Benamara, 04)



A general Typlogy
of Cooperative

Responses
Corpus of 
QA pairs

FAQ, 
Formus

Additional Cooperative
Fonctions 

- Warnings
- Infered responses
- Elaborations
- …..

Analysis

Cooperative Fonctions

- False presuppositions

- Relaxed answer

- Conditional response

- Intensional response

- Interpretation of
fuzzy terms,

- ……..

AI 
Community

Second Level :
The Cooperative Know 

How Component

First Level : 
Misconception Report

CR in WEBCOOP

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA: WEBCOOP
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

The WEBCOOP experimentThe WEBCOOP experiment



Typology of corpora
350 cooperative question-answer pairs from: 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ): 50%
Forums: 25%
Email question-answer pairs (EQAP): 25%

Domains: 
Tourism: 60%
Health: 22%
Sport, shopping and education

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA: WEBCOOP
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

The WEBCOOP experimentThe WEBCOOP experiment



Meaningful
units

XML 
labels

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA: WEBCOOP
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

The WEBCOOP experimentThe WEBCOOP experiment



Direct responses (DR): responses where the requested
information can be found in texts, web pages, databases

Q: Can we buy drinking water on the Kilimandjaro ?
R: Yes, drinking water can be bought.

Responses involving Cooperative Know-how (CSF) are responses
that go beyond direct answers in order to help the user:

Response Elaboration (ER): propose alternative responses to 
the question 
Additional Information (CR): complements of information 
(useful but not necessary)

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA: WEBCOOP
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

The WEBCOOP experimentThe WEBCOOP experiment



Q1: Can we buy drinking water on the Kilimandjaro ?

R1: < DS > yes </DS >,< BP > drinking water can be bought </BP >,<
CSP > < AA > but fares are higher than in town, up to 2USD </AA >. < 
AR > It is however not allowed to bring much water from the city 
with you </AR> </CSP >.

Q2: Is there a cinema in Borme ?

R2: < DS > No </DS >, < CSFR > the closest cinema is at Londes (8 
kms) or at Hyeres (< AF > Cinema Olbia </AF > at 20 kms). </CSFR >

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA: WEBCOOP
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

The WEBCOOP experimentThe WEBCOOP experiment



Query relaxation in WEBCOOP: an example

Part 2 :
Cooperative know 
how component 

Minimal and gradual
relaxation

Part 1 :
Misconception

report

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA: WEBCOOP
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

The WEBCOOP experimentThe WEBCOOP experiment



Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

WhyWhy data data integrationintegration??

When you submit a query to a search engine or QA 
system: 
⇒ several pages containing keywords of the query.

Answers may be redundant, contradictory, aberrant,…
⇒ different levels of inconsistency

Integration = to elaborate a coherent core
from the set of candidate answers

Adapted slides from V. .Moriceau



Data Data integrationintegration in QA in QA systemssystems
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(Hunter & Summerton, 03)
Weather cast report : weighted sources, conjunction/disjunction

(Webber et al., 02)
Relations between potential answers : equivalence, inclusion, 
aggregation, alternative 

(Harabagiu et al., 04)
Relations between candidate answers : contradiction, addition, 
generalization, etc.

(Radev, 00) : 24 relations between documents

(Barzilay et al., 99) 
Similarity between candidate sentences/documents



NumericalNumerical Data Data integrationintegration in QA in QA systemssystems

Set of numerical data extracted from the Web

The goal is NOT to describe the whole dataset
BUT to find an appropriate answer dealing with:

user expectations,
data inconsistencies. 

⇒ Analysis of numerical input data in order to 
identify causes (besides time) of variation

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
Answering procedural questions

Adapted slides from V. .Moriceau



What is the average age of marriage in France? Challenge: 
numerical value
integration

In 2005, the average age of marriage in France is 30 for  
men and 28 for women.

It increased by about 5.5 years between 1972 and 2005.

Cooperative answer

26 years old / 1984 / women
30 years old / 2005 / men

…

In 2005, the average age of marriage in France is 30 for 
men and 28 for women.

direct 
answer

It increased by about 5.5 years between 1972 and 2005.

comment / explanation



ConstraintsConstraints on on numericalnumerical answersanswers
How many inhabitants are there in France? 

- Population census in France (1999): 60186184.  
- 61.7: number of inhabitants in France in 2004. 

What is the average age of marriage of women in 2004?
- In Iran, the average age of marriage of women went
from 19 to 21 years in 2004.  
- In 2004, women in Morocco get married at the age of 27.

At what temperature should I serve wine?
- Red wine must be served at room temperature.   
- Champagne: between 8 and 10°C.    
- White wine: between 8 and 11°C.   

time

place

restriction / 
property

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration
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Extraction of candidate 
passages

Content Determination

Answer Generation

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration: example
Answering procedural questions



How many inhabitants are there in France?

The metropolitan France had about 60 million inhabitants and
overseas regions of France had 1,8 million inhabitants on 
January 1st, 2004.

Information extractionNum Value Expr → Focus (Restriction), Verb, ..., (Precision)  Val (Unit), ..., 
(Date), ..., (Place)

How many inhabitants are there in France?

The metropolitan France had about 60 million inhabitants and
overseas regions of France had 1,8 million inhabitants on 
January 1st, 2004. 

Val = 1800000
Precision = Ø
Unit = inhabitants
Focus = France
Date = 01/01/2004
Place = France
Restriction =
Variation = Ø

Val = 60000000
Precision = about
Unit = inhabitants
Focus = France
Date = 01/01/2004
Place = France
Restriction =
Variation = Ø

metropolitan overseas regions



Answer generation

To explain, in a synthetic way, what has 
been learnt from Web pages:

variation criteria,
variation mode 

⇒ templates based aproach

NumericalNumerical Data Data integrationintegration in QA in QA systemssystems
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Explanation to the user:

The price of gas varies according to place.

The price of a Peugeot 206 varies according to the type 

of gas.

⇒ Question_Focus vary according to Variation_Criteria

⇒ Question_Focus Variation_Verb Variation    Period

The height of the Mont-Blanc increased by 3 meters
between … and …

NumericalNumerical Data Data integrationintegration in QA in QA systemssystems

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
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Data integration: example
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Example What is the average age of marriage in France?

Val = 27,7
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 28,5
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 27,6
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1990
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 28
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 29,8
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 26,3
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1985
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 30,2
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 25,6
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1990
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 30,6
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 24,2
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1985
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Focus: average age of marriage
Type of expected answer: age
Constraints: place = France

date = Ø
restriction = Ø

Variation according to:

- time

- restriction

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

•

••

1985         1990                        2000

•

•

The average age of marriage in France increased by 

about 4 years between 1985 and 2000.



Val = 27,7
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 28,5
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 27,6
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1990
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 28
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 29,8
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 26,3
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1985
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 30,2
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 25,6
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1990
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 30,6
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 24,2
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 1985
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

What is the average age of marriage in France?

Focus: average age of marriage
Type of expected answer: age
Constraints: place = France

date = 
restriction = Ø

01/01/2000 variation over time

Direct answer:
Frames that meet

the constraints

Example



Val = 27,7
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 28,5
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 28
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = women
Variation = Ø

Val = 29,8
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 30
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

Val = 30,6
Precision = Ø
Unit = years
Focus = average age …
Date = 01/01/2000
Place = France
Restriction = men
Variation = Ø

28

27,7 28,5

30

29,8 30,6

In 2000, the average age of marriage was about 28 years for 
women and about 30 years for men.
The average age of marriage in France increased by about 4 years between
1985 and 2000. 



Subjects:
15 end-users: 

between 20 and 35 years old, 
accustomed to using search engines

Goals:
Is the user satisfied with the generated direct 
answer?
Is the user satisfied with explanations?

3 evaluation tasks

EvaluatingEvaluating answeranswer qualityquality

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration: example
Answering procedural questions



Task 1: check how users produce an answer from a set 
of candidates

- 80% of users produce an answer giving the most recent
information

- 75% of users produce an answer giving the information for 
the closest place

- 93% of users produce an answer for each restriction

EvaluatingEvaluating answeranswer qualityquality Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration: example
Answering procedural questions
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Task 2:

ORDER 1
1. Explanations
2. Direct Answer
3. Web Extract

ORDER 2
1. Direct Answer
2. Explanations
3. Web Extract ORDER 3

1. Web Extract
2. Direct Answer
3. Explanations

evaluate answer order

73% of users
prefer
ORDER 2

EvaluatingEvaluating answeranswer qualityquality

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration: example
Answering procedural questions
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Task 3: is the user satisfied with the generated
answer?

91% of users
prefer the
system direct 
answer

75% of users
found that the
explanation is
useful31% of users

consulted the Web 
page extract

EvaluatingEvaluating answeranswer qualityquality

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
Cooperative QA
Data integration: example
Answering procedural questions
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Answering procedural questionsAnswering procedural questions

Answering procedural questions on the web

Analysis of procedural texts structure:
o where to unify questions and parts of the

procedural texts
o give a complete and appropriate response

Adapted slides from F.Aouladomar
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Procedural questionsProcedural questions

Procedural questions introduced  by 
« comment » (HOW)

How are you ? 
How do we say house in Spanish ?
How John die ? 
How do we eat couscous in Morrocco ?
How can I pay KU Home hotel ? 
How can I repear!!!! my PC ?
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Procedural questionsProcedural questions

Other forms of procedural questions :
– What Questions :

o What are the formalities to have a Thai visa? 
o What are the right procedures to shut down my computer ?

– The elliptical use of  « comment » : keywords
o changer une roue, 
o ajouter de la mémoire, 
o assemblage d’un ordinateur
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Procedural questionsProcedural questions

Verbs in procedural questions can be :

o Action verbs : verbs of changes, creation, maintenane,         
receipes, assembly notices, etc.

o Communication verbs: verbs of social interactions,  psychological
verbs, etc. 

advices, horoscopes, management guides,etc.

o Knowledge acquisition verbs: verbs of cognition, knowledge transfer
verbs, etc. 

didactic texts
o Verbs of movement itinerary guides
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Procedural textsProcedural texts
Sequences of instructions operating over a specific set of 
entities in order to reach a goal. 

Goals and subgoals = skeletal structure of procedural
texts

Group of texts : cooking receipes, maintenance manuals, 
assembly notices, directions for use, teaching texts, medical 
notices, social behavior recommendations, advice texts, savoir-
faire guides, itinerary guides, architectory plans, musical 
partitions, etc.
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Analysis of Procedural textsAnalysis of Procedural texts
Corpora analysis : method based on “how” queries on the 
web and on manual enrichment

1628478total

27270Rules

27270Receipes

631845Technical domain
computer science  
assembly texts

451233Communication / 
advices

Total number of 
texts in our

corpus

Nb of added
procedural

texts

Nb of procedural
texts from

queries
inventory

Questions 
classification
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Grammar for Procedural textsGrammar for Procedural texts
Objective → title, (summary), (warning)+, (pre-requisites)+, 

(picture) + < instruction sequences..
Summary → title+.

Pre-requisites → list of objects, (instruction sequences).

Instseq→ (goal), imperative linear  sequence / (goal), optional 
sequence / (goal), alternative sequence / (goal), 
imperative co-temporal sequence.

Instruction sequences → instseq < discursive connectors < 
instruction sequences / instseq.

Imperative linear sequence → instruction < (temporal mark) < 
imperative linear sequence / instruction.
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Grammar for Procedural textsGrammar for Procedural texts
Optional sequence →→ optional expression  <  imperative

linear sequence.

Instruction → (iterative expression), action, (argument)+, 
(reference)+, (manner)+, (motivation), (picture)+, 

(limit), (warning) / objective.

Imperative co-temporal sequence →→ Imperative linear 
sequence < co-temporal mark < imperative co-
temporal sequence / instruction.

Alternative sequence  → (conditional expression), (argument), 
imperative linear sequence, (alternative-opposition 
mark) < instseq / (conditional expression, instseq). 



summary

title

Objective Objective →→ title, (summary), (warning)+, (pretitle, (summary), (warning)+, (pre--requisites)+, requisites)+, 
(picture)+ (picture)+ < < instruction sequences.instruction sequences.

warning

Instruction 
sequences



Imperative linear sequence → instruction < (temporal mark) <  
imperative linear sequence / instruction

Imperative
linear

sequence

instructions



Instruction → (iterative expression), action, (reference)+, (manner)+, 
(motivation), (argument)+, (picture)+, (warning)+, (limit) / objective. 

Title

Title
Pre-requisites

Warnings

Picture

Instruction 
Sequences



Imperative linear sequence → instruction < (temporal mark) <  
imperative linear sequence / instruction

Instruction → (iterative expression), action, (reference)+, (manner)+, 
(motivation), (argument)+, (picture)+, (warning)+, (limit) / objective. 

Argument

The first stage consists in fully-opening the box, 
then place it on a large surface where you will have sufficient place to 
work comfortably,
and finally to withdraw the plastic protections on the PC front side.

Temporal marks Instructions



< objective> <title> Chocolate Bear Birthday Cake <\title> 

< pre-requ> <list_obj>1 (18.25-ounce) package chocolate cake mix
1 1/3 cups water; 3 large eggs ; 4 ounces plain yogurt ; 3 cups powdered sugar ;
1/2 cup butter, softened etc ..<\list_obj> < \pre-requ>

< instr-sequences>
< instseq> < imper_linear> <instr> In a large mixing bowl, combine chocolate cake mix, water, 

eggs and yogurt. <\instr> <instr> Beat on the low speed of an electric mixer until moistened. <\instr>
Divide between the prepared pans and bake for 25 to 30 minutes, or until set. <instr> Cool for 10 
minutes <temp_mark> before <\temp_mark> <\instr> <instr> removing from pans. <\instr>
<\imper_linear> <\instseq> 

<instseq> <imper_cotemp> <imp_linear> <inst> Cool on wire racks. <\instr> <\imp_linear>
<co-temp mark> Meanwhile <\co-temp mark>, <imp_linear> <instr > mix together powdered

sugar, butter, half-and-half and vanilla in a medium bowl. <\instr> <instr> Beat until smooth. 
<\instr> <instr> Set 1/2 cup of frosting aside. <\instr> <instr> Beat melted chocolate into the remaining
frosting. <instr> <\imp_linear> <\imper_cotemp> < \instseq> 

<\instr-sequences>  

<\objective>

< pre-requ> <list_obj>1 (18.25-ounce) package chocolate cake mix
1 1/3 cups water; 3 large eggs ; 4 ounces plain yogurt ; 3 cups powdered sugar ;
1/2 cup butter, softened etc ..<\list_obj> < \pre-requ>

< instr-sequences>
< instseq> < imper_linear> <instr> In a large mixing bowl, combine chocolate cake      
mix, water, eggs and yogurt. <\instr> <instr> Beat on the low speed of an electric mixer until
moistened. <\instr> Divide between the prepared pans and bake for 25 to 30 minutes, or until
set. <instr> Cool for 10 minutes <temp_mark> before <\temp_mark> <\instr> <instr> removing
from pans. <\instr> <\imper_linear>
<\instseq> 
<instseq> <imper_cotemp> <imp_linear> <inst> Cool on wire racks. <\instr>
<\imp_linear> <co-temp mark> Meanwhile <\co-temp mark>, <imp_linear> <instr > mix
together powdered sugar, butter, half-and-half and vanilla in a medium bowl. <\instr> <instr>
Beat until smooth. <\instr> <instr> Set 1/2 cup of frosting aside. <\instr> <instr> Beat melted
chocolate into the remaining frosting. <instr> <\imp_linear> <\imper_cotemp> <
\instseq> 
<\instr-sequences>  

< pre-requ> <list_obj>1 (18.25-ounce) package chocolate cake mix
1 1/3 cups water; 3 large eggs ; 4 ounces plain yogurt ; 3 cups powdered sugar ;
1/2 cup butter, softened etc ..<\list_obj> < \pre-requ>



o they give a semantics to the grammar

o they contribute to enhancing the production 
of well-designed responses

o they allow for the integration of procedural
texts dealing with similar objectives or goals

Shallow vs. deep semantic rep
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Rhetorical structures and Rhetorical structures and 
Procedural textsProcedural texts
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Questionability of procedural Questionability of procedural 
textstexts

The ability or the relevance of any text to respond to 
How-questions.

Stage 1: determine the « CATEG » rate
-- measure the procedural nature of a text

Stage 2: determine the « QUEST » rate
-- measure of zones which are qualified for potential 

question unification
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Questionability of procedural Questionability of procedural 
textstexts

Stage 1 : « CATEG » => 3 « surface criteria »

o typographic forms (TF)
o morpho-syntactic marks (MSM)
o articulatory marks (AM) (temporal, 

argumentative, causal, etc.)
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Questionability of procedural Questionability of procedural 
textstexts

o Average frequency is computed for each criteria for 
all texts : TFaverage, MSMaverage, AMaverage

o For text i, we Define its CATEG rate:

Selection of the 10 « best » texts
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Questionability of procedural Questionability of procedural 
textstexts

Stage 2 : « Quest » => evaluate the number of areas 
which can potentially match with How-questions

4 areas leading to 4 criteria : 
- number of titles (TIT)
- action verbs (AV)
- number of goals (GOA)
- manners (MAN)
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Answer ExtractionAnswer Extraction

3 tasks : 
-- selecting procedural texts which have 

the best questionabilty rate

-- matching the question body with
« questionable zones »

-- extracting the relevant portion of the
text and returning it to the user in a user-
friendly way



Part II. Future directions and 
current major research themes

1. QA Roadmap and design criteria for 
advanced QA

2. Some advanced techniques
3. Evaluation of advanced QA

This This afternoonafternoon


